Additional Curricular Activities

Qatari History

Key Stage 2 production of Alice in Wonderland

We will be learning about the European Colonial
Competition in Qatar and the Arabian Gulf.

Topic Web
Year 5 Topic Web Autumn 1
History
We will learn about the original settlers in
America. In addition to this, we will learn about
the different presidents of the USA and the
judiciary system.
Geography
We will be carrying out Atlas work in order to
locate famous landmarks across the USA. We
will also investigate the different time zones and
climates across a number of different states.

P.E.
PE will focus on rules and expectations for the
first few weeks with a focus on indoor athletics
events (speed bounce, hoop throw and ball
throw) ready for inter-school competition.
Arabic
Akhlak Al-Moemenon (Reading), Al-Gomlah Al-felia (Grammar), ALMafo’ol Beh (Grammar), Al-Hamza Al-motwaseta Ala Waw (Dictation),
Khat Al-Rok’ah. (Hand Writing), Be’Akhlaqona Nasmoo (Writing), qualities
of the Muslim community (Listening), Adaab Al-leste’zan (Speaking), Lark
and her son (Reading), Al-Mafo’ul Al-Motlak (Grammar), Enna Wa
Akhwatoha (Grammar), Al-Hamza Al-motwaseta Ala Alaf (Spelling), Khat
Al-Rok’ah. (Hand Writing), Prose poem (Writing), Ant poem (Listening), AlYamamah and fisherman (Speaking).

Science
We will be learning about living things and their
habitats where we will investigate the different
life cycles of mammals, amphibians and plants.

The USA
In this topic we will be exploring the
United States of America. We will be
learning about the geographical locations
of famous landmarks as well as
investigate different time zones and
climates. In addition, we will also be
taking a look into the history of the USA.

Spanish
To be able to say, remember and recognise Countries and
Nationalities)
Numbers to 1000
Research task (tell me more about Spain)

Literacy
- We will be learning about VCOP and using it
in our writing.
- We will be learning about the key features of
explanation texts and writing our own
explanation texts.
- We will be writing our own
biographies/autobiographies.
Maths
We will be focussing on number sense where we
will look at place value, rounding, ordering and
the 4 operations (addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division). We will also
investigate different units of measurement and we
will learn how to convert between them.
ART and DT
We will use The USA as inspiration and starting
point to create a variety of pieces using mixed
media.
Music
Students will be learning how to identify the notes of
the treble and bass clefs, listening with increasing focus
to the elements of music and preparing for the KS2
production.

